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Taggart's tactics for dealing with ASPER and OPER also avoided a chronic organizational problem that DOL had been grappling with äs early äs 1973. ASPER was staffed mainly by economists, who usually took short-term appointments of two-to-four yearsr often on leave fr academic appointments, and whose main interest was the application o economic analysis to policy decisions at the departmental and presidential level. OPER, on the other hand, was staffed mainly by career civil servants whose background was in employment programs an whose main interest was the program monitoring and evaluations aimed improving operations. These institutional loyalties tended to reinf< mutual stereotypes within the department, not always accurate, that ASPER was populated by "academic economists" and OPER by "program people."
Another characterization of the difference, offered by an OPER administrator, was that the "academics believed that conceptualizing evaluation was the key issue . . . with little regard for feasibilit; or . . . Implementation." The split resulted in delay and disagreerru around the planning for the national evaluation of CETA in 1974 (Hargrove and Dean, 1980). A major effect of Taggart's move to centralize program operations, research, development, and evaluation OYP, then, was to avoid a major source of past institutional conflic within DOL.
Another possible source of external scrutiny over OYP might have been the Office of Management and Budget (0MB) in the Executive Offi< of the President, which monitors the research and evaluation activit of federal agencies. The 0MB examiner for YEDPA, a critic of OYP's knowledge development efforts, explains why 0MB exercised little influence or oversight:  "I came on board just after YEDPA passed. was clear that Taggart was unwilling to take any outside advice he didn't agree with. No one within DOL was willing to try to corral him.  It was a clear case of institutional default. From OMB's poin of view, if the money comes to the agency from Congress on a set-asi< basis, we have no direct way to reach it. We stay out of the sec-retary's internal business and focus on the budget and the President program. We are not in a position to teil people in the departments what kind of research to do; we can try to cajole and persuade, but i don't have rauch influence. One thing is for sure, though. Allowing Taggart to grab control of the discretionary money was a very significant decision; once that happened, we all lost our ability to influence what was going on."
Taggart, not surprisingly, saw the stakes differently.  "We had enormous resources, basically no staff, multiple objectives, and ver; little time. People in the department didn't pay much attention to they were consumed by PSE. We ended up being the only program in th department combining policy, research, and operations. The law said first, get the money to people in the right places, second, achieve some kind of coordination between federal agencies—take a leading role, and third, do something about the relationship between schools and employment programs. The research focus was my way of exercisin administrative control. My view of the purpose was to establish an

